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Brook Trout Lake

As Brook Trout
Go, So Goes
Brooktrout Lake,
and Maybe Just
Maybe, Other
Lakes Too
By Anthony F. Hall

“If the emissions that cause acid rain are curbed,
we have an opportunity to restore lakes that were
altered by human activity,”  says Sandra Nierzwicki-Bauer, the director of RPI’s Darrin Fresh Water
Institute, which is located in Bolton Landing. “The opportunity exists to bring these lakes back to the
state they were in prior to human impacts.”

Nierzwicki-Bauer’s statements, cautious as they may be,  are supported by twelve years of research.

In 1994, scientists from the Darrin Fresh Water Institute helped create the Adirondack Effects
Assessment Program to study the effects of the 1990 Clean Air Act on more than 30 lakes in the
Adirondacks.

The question the scientists have sought to answer, according to Nierzwicki-Bauer, is what, if any, are
the effects of the reductions in emissions mandated by the Clean Air Act on those lakes.

By 2002,  the scientists, who came from a variety of institutions and agencies as well as disciplines,
had concluded that acidity had  decreased moderately in 18 of the those lakes.

Three years later, one of them, Brooktrout Lake, had shown such a remarkable rate of recovery that a
decision was made to restock it with brook trout, a species which flourished there in the 1930s but
had vanished by 1984,  a victim of acid deposition.

As Nierzwicki-Bauer explains, “Species are indicators of water quality. Some species tolerate stress,
and they thrive. Others are vulnerable, and they diminish. When lakes become acidified, you find the
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numbers of species reduced.”

Brooktrout Lake, she continues, “was fishless because of acid rain. But the lake had improved to the
point where it was feasible to reintroduce fish.”

In the autumn of 2005, New York’s Department of Environmental Conservation,  one of the Fresh
Water Institute’s partners in the Assessment Program, stocked the lake with 24 adult brook trout  and
1,500 fingerlings, all from the fish hatchery in Warrensburg.

Since last spring, the lake and its fish population have been has been monitored every month and the
results, says Chuck Boylen of the Fresh Water Institute,  “are very promising.”

According to Boylen, all the adult brook trout appear to have survived.

Fingerlings are thriving as well, though that population is more difficult to estimate, the scientists say.

The results of the fish stocking experiment thus far were presented at the American Fisheries
Society’s annual meeting in Lake Placid earlier this week by Fresh Water Institute scientists

Among them was Jim Harrison, who adapted hydro-acoustic technologies to the small lake to
monitor the fish populations.

Without hydro-acoustics, it would have been necessary to net the fish to determine if they had
survived.

“You had to kill the fish to see if you’d succeeded,” said Harrison.

According to Nierzwicki-Bauer, the Brooktrout Lake experiment was “an opportunity to use
sophisticated hydro-acoustic technology, to transfer techniques to other applications while making
advances.”

Harrison’s work in hydro-acoustics will have prove to value to the scientists who came from all parts
of the globe to the American Fisheries Society meeting in Lake Placid, but according to Nierzwicki-
Bauer, it is also an example of the collaborative effort that defines the Adirondack Effects Assessment
Program.

According to a panel of scientists who evaluated the program,  “no other program has its breadth of
focus, its inclusion of physical and chemical limnology, bacteria, phyloplankton, zooplankton,
macrophytes and fish.”

The breadth of the program, the panel concluded, made it the most important of its kind in the
United States and perhaps the world.

Scientists working on the Assessment program will continue to monitor changes in the entire
ecosystem of the lake and synthesize their findings to see if ecological recovery occurs; if it does,
scientists will have a better understanding, not only of what our lakes should look like, but of what
they may look like in the future.

“Brooktrout Lake is on the trajectory toward recovery,” said Nierzwicki-Bauer.

A lake fully recovered, said Nierzwicki-Bauer, “will support a fully-developed fresh water ecosystem; 
what you would expect to see increase in species richness.”
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But, warns Chuck Boylen,  “We will not continue to see progress without additional curbs on
emissions.”

Tags: Acid Rain, Brook Trout, Chuck Boylen, Darren Fresh Water Institute, Emissions, Sandra Nierzwicki-Bauer
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